Managed Firewall
Corserva’s next generation managed firewall solution delivers
excellent perimeter security and control at throughput speeds that
keep up with your traffic at the edge and the core of the network. As
a managed service, this next generation technology combined with
the expertise of Corserva’s cybersecurity engineers ensures that your
network remains secure with ongoing 24x7x365 real-time monitoring.

SOLUTION BRIEF

FEATURES
 Delivers industry’s best threat protection
performance and ultra-low latency

 24x7x365 advanced performance monitoring of
the firewall

BENEFITS
Protection from tomorrow’s threats
It’s not enough for your firewall to provide protection from all
known threats as of today. New threats are emerging constantly.
Corserva’s next generation firewall (NGFW) solution leverages
advanced analysis engines that analyze communication streams
as they flow through the firewall. Continuous threat intelligence
updates and automated mitigations keep you protected from
advanced attacks.
Maximize derived value from technology
The use of technology, even the most advanced technology,
without proper implementation is a waste of your budget.
Managed firewall plans from Corserva ensure you get the greatest
value from your next generation firewall. Our highly trained and
certified engineers will install and configure your equipment to
meet your specific needs.

 All device updates including software and
firmware

 Centralized backup of all device configurations

 Protects against known exploits, malware, and
malicious URLs

 Protects against unknown attacks using dynamic
analysis and provides automated mitigation to
stop targeted attacks

 Intrusion detection and prevention (IDS and IPS)

 Secure remote connections via IPSec VPN and
SSL VPN

24x7x365 remediation
With Corserva’s managed firewall plans, you can rely on our
technical staff to provide round the clock support for any hardware
issues with the firewall, plus perform remediation of spyware,
adware, and viruses before they cause serious damage to your
network. Our support team monitors the security of your digital
assets 24x7x365.

®

 Web content filtering and application control
 Provides industry-leading performance and
protection for SSL encrypted traffic
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